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Letters to the Editor

Send letters to <kstrauch@comcast.net>, phone or fax 843-723-3536, or snail mail: Against the Grain, MSC 98, The Citadel, Charleston, SC 29409. You can also send a letter to the editor from the AIG Homepage at http://www.against-the-grain.com.

Dear Editor:

Permit a reference book publisher to congratulate you on Against the Grain. I learned from it.

The “Legally Speaking” article in the current issue (v.17, no.2, p.58) is splendid.

Cordially,
Matthew J. Brucceoli, President
Bvucci Clark Layman, Inc.
2006 Sunter St., Columbia, SC 29201-2157
http://www.bcl-manly.com

From Your (migrating) Editor:

No. I am not moving. I’m migrating. This is the term that has been coined for moving from one Integrated Library System to another. Migrating. I don’t think the birds have endorsed it yet. Anyway, last summer I was preparing for the move to the new Addlestone Library and this summer it has been the move from DRA (Data Research Associates) to III Millennium. So it has been and continues to be hectic. Still, life continues. Putting together this issue of ATG with the able guest editorship of Tom Gilson and many others has been fun as always and a welcome relief from the migrating adventures. We have articles from Frances Wilkinson and Linda Lewis, Karen Christensen, Sylvia Miller, David Tyckoson, Rachel Cheng and Mary Meernik and many others. Also, interviews with Diane Kovacs, Erin McKean, and Mark Anderson. And that’s just the tip of the icing. The remaining reports from the 24th Charleston Conference are included and Claire-Lise Bénard has reported on her four-month sabbatical internship at Aux Amateurs. We have Book Reviews on linguistic trivia from Debbie Vaughn and Peter Shepherd and the draft of Release 1 of the new COUNTER Code of Practice. Kris Ferguson talks about Google Scholar while Rick Anderson offers four mantras that we can all chant every morning. And, of course, that’s not all, there is much much more!

Well, better go. I have to feed the birds so they don’t migrate. The birdfeeder is empty. Cheers and happy fall.

Yr. Ed.